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I am Ezekiel Edet on 2014 I changed my name to Bounce Edet, because I didn’t need that Okon being my middle name, and I don’t need Ezekiel which makes it look too religiouslistic so I choose a best and simplest name for myself. Am from a family of ten, nine boys one girl I am a forth child of my parent for now. I yiel from a small village call Udong Une Ukut in a town call Eyo Ukut in Enwang community in Mbo local gorvernment area of Akwa Ibom State of Nigeria.
My primary education was in Methodist Primary School Enwang and my secondary education was at Community Secondary School Beletieama Brass Brass LGA Bayelsa state of Nigeria.
I am a lover of poems, I did spoken poetry and love writing too. I have a basic foundation with God, and am growing with it, just pursuing my dreams to become the world most renounce Peace Ambassador ever lived. I am an Evangelist by calling.
A Farewell Massage To My Angel

It's hard to leave without saying good bye
Being with you was like a paradise
But I best be moving on
As life must keeps going on
Though I kept it to my self
When I first came to you my heart was heavy
I was able to express it and now I am happy
It's a loud noisy world we live in
When new doors open we have to move in
But some times we lose our ways
Some things we dream of seems far away
But if we are lucky good lord send someone to bring us home
There's nothing more important than home
Make no never mind about it
Good things we were into it
Loving people is a hard work
But accepting all the wrong and move on is a sort-off
And families with all those life mixing together it gets kind of scary
But if we grab hold of each other and hold on there's nothing more beautiful in the world than we being happy
You are the angel of my heart
And you would ever remained in my heart
Cause i would never forget you
Please keep a look out never know when I may be back for you.

Bounce Edet
A Woman Is A Gift

A woman is a precious gift
If you plant her she grows,
If you water her she glows,
If you tender her she blossom,
If you pamper her she will come,

A woman is a precious seed
If you care for her she will be fruitful,
If you love her she will be respectful,
If you treat her right she will be patient,
If you respect her she will be more concern,
If you invest in her she will bring returns,
If you please her she will always return,

A woman is a glorious thing
If you make her happy she will build you a throne,
If you play around her all your sorrows will be gone,
If you hold her hand she will give you her heart,
If you appreciate her she will owe you thanks,
If you meet with her she will get your back,
If you walk with her she willnever disembark.

A woman is a joyous deed
If you make her a promise she will wait for you.
If you fulfill your promises she will stay with you.
If you give to her she will save for you.
If you live with her she will always pray for you.
If you share your problems with her she will encourage you.
If you face down time and hardship she will comfort you.

A woman is a special breed
If you don't have she will always understand.
If you can afford to give her she will appreciate you with thanks.
If you don't know her she will make you a friend.
If you like her she will make you her best friend.
If you trust her she will give you all she had.
If you lie to her she will make you pay for that.

A woman is a precious seed
If she loves you she will do anything just to be with you.
If she hate you may the grace will always follow you.
If she need you your sun will shine in the morning.
If she don't want you night will befalls your morning.
If she blesses you through out your day will be smiling.
If she curse you through out your day will be mourning.

Bounce Edet
Before It Is Too Late

Time is far spend
Yet we are still on dispense
Comfusion of thougths and alot of pretence
They did their worst and get away without sentence
Leaving the poor masses to face the contempt
eighteen pages carried alot of controversial statements
Good citizens rise up and make their comments
The truth is not far from what he said about the government
But who is to take the complement?
We broughth them to sit and now we are crying
We designed the platform that they are using
Now take care of our problems they keep confusing
I look at my self and think of what am worth of
Like other citizens what are they made of?
Demons inpersonating us we dont even think of
Please remember yesterday were we cry for democracy
In it we are but there is no legacy
Now were is that true prophecy
That in democracy there would be decency
They figth their secret battle and get away with it
Leaving the us all to suffer the heat
We dreamt of this day but we never new it
Would we allow our children to also come and suffer this?
Make no never mind about it
It's our responsibilities to settle it
Therefore let the electorate without fear or favour
cast their vote to those leaders
whose Pamkanel have cracked with the benevulent spirit
Just Before it is too late.

Bounce Edet
Best Couple Wedding Day

Coming in to relationship is always an adventure
But getting into marriage is always a strict measure
Challenges came and strike their gesture
Please marriage is for those that are matured
Every one love days full of pleasure
Nobody ever want to meet a day full of pressure
They fell in love and they are favored

There was hard time yesterday but they stood strong
People almost spoil this relationship with their tongue
But today they made it to their throne
It was very hard to condone
The two angels couldn’t stay alone
They hold their hands together and find their way home
Now they can build the world of their own

Parent cant tell what they go through to bring them up
And yet they are happy today to give them up
So that they can go and drink from the same cup
All because of one word we call love
Joy flows in the heart of every body in one accord
Despite as the enemies fight a lot
The harmony and blessing of God is assured

The dream started sometimes ago
They cant count a lot of things they let go
Just to allow the loves to flow
Many of their plans seems slow
They stood up together an say no
And promise them selves never to let go
No matter how the storm would blow

The bible says he who find a wife as find a good thing
Happiness is the sign of this good thing
Please don’t think its only you that is facing such things
Remember God is the maker of all things
As we joint our forces together and pray for good things
Our maker answered and gives us our desire things
God bless this couple for doing the right thing.
Bounce Edet
Best Of His Kind

I want to talk about the greatest icon of all time
Whose legacy shall remained even after our time
David Ibiyeomie is a booster of our mind
Many where call but Papa non is like your kind
You have shown so much affection to people, Papa you are so kind
This has written your name in a sand of time

Imagine a world without David Ibiyeomie
What would have happened to the destiny of young men and women
He made himself available to help at every moment
Awarding scholarships to students even more than federal government
Who claimed to fight corruption but are busy moulding monuments
I celebrate you Papa cause you are the reason for this moment

I am happy being part of Ibiyeomie's generation
I don't know about you but can't you see the ovation
A man whose good character as transpire across nations
A mouth piece of God that deliver heavenly information
Which save people from their dark situations
And nurture people's mind for greater dimensions of expansion
The whole world honor him today because he is a man with Gods vision

21st of October 1962 the legend was born
Today we all gather to celebrate with great fun
Since then till now the world as witness a new dawn
With eruption of signs and wonders and miracles going on and on
Come to Salvation Ministries and see what the Lord as done
Some people get envious and try destroying it with their tongues
But God proof to them that David Ibiyeomie is God sent son
The whole world now know that all they said against Papa was wrong

He is a fathers who has given us a feather to fly
A teacher who thought us how to be strong in hard time without to cry
A mentor who give us the template that help our businesses thrive
A partner who appreciate other fellows and let them know they have tried
A pace setter who gave other people chances to strive
A trailblazer who help others reduce their plight
A front liner who set a standard for every one regardless of tribe
Papa you are the best of your kind
Bounce Edet
Christmass Day

It's christmas
Celebration is a must
Muslim would not go to mouse
Christians have to go to church
Since January life as been tough
In December happiness is much

A lot of us are hangry
Just because we couldnt Make more money
To celebrerate with our families
Still we have to share this memory
And celebrerate with harmony

Christ the saviour is born
And all our sin is gone
We waited for this day for so long
Despite alot of thoungs
God still make us stand strong

I think about Jesus i see peace
My people let us reference him please
Because he is in our mids
Believe in him and have peace
Dont and let your breath size

God is our maker
He is our keeper
And our healer
He is our only true listener
Cause he is our father
And our helper
Jesus have conqouer
And as made us a winner

This is a greate day
We bow our head and pray
We believe in our selves and stay
Till christ took our pains away
Glory be to God for this days
Cause we are now
A front linners
A trail blazers
And a pace setters.

Bounce Edet
All the way from China,
They call it Covid-19,
The virus that began to affect lives from 2019,
So threatening that place the whole world on stand still,
Ebola was deadly but left before the count of thirteen,
In all my life I have never seen anything like covid-19,
Which destrupts lives and cause everyone misfortune,
Be careful everybody now have to maintain proper hygiene,
If you feel sick self isolation and fourteen days quarantine,
Total lockdown is that the right way to fight this am just thinking,

After all the dreams and the nightmare of Covid-19,
the cock will still crow,
It as threaten the very existence of humans across the globe,
Everybody now wearing face mask and hand gloves,
In our streets and clubs no more dance and grooves,
The survivors now seek refuge along mangroves,
Social distancing as destroy all of our social groups,
Stay at home but many of us couldn't cope,
If it continues how many of the less privilege will make it through,
And I think about the poor and am bothered about myself too,

After all these dreams and nightmare has finally pass by,
I want to wake up by your side,
Caring for you and looking at the shining light,
For coronavirus as harmper our pride,
I want to wake up with you and the four sight,
To see the hope of the future because we have tried,
That we have succeeded in Winning this fight,
Though it seems to be one of our greatest plight,
We thought we have seen it all but we never see this type,

After all these dreams and nightmare of Covid-19 is finally gone,
I don't want to count the numbers of those that are gone,
You know that the plot as taken it's own turn,
The motive with which they invented it was wrong,
I mean China whose covid didn't kill any in Shanghai and hungkung,
But millions die in other parts of the world and are gone,
I trust America they wouldn't dance to this kind of song,
May I not say anything before they tell me to shut my tongue,
But how can we close our mouth while being choke with so many thrones,

After all these dreams and nightmare is over,
I want to wake up and see my brothers and sisters,
I want to believe that half of the world is not gone because of hunger,
I want to be convince that this didn't came for Africa,
I want to know if there is a way we could have done it better,
I want to be sure if we are still our brothers keeper,
If both white and black will still love and care for each other,
If our children can still sit together and eat hamburger,
If they future of the black race will still be brighter,
I want to know if that was an attempt to black panther,
If vibranium and covid-19 works in paripasuire,
I want to know if the quest as actually been conquered,
If China and America will not still fight for world power,
If not Africans that will then surfer and be losers,

After all the dreams and nightmare of Covid-19 is been defeated,
I want to see those of us who are spirited,
Who never prayed but succeeded,
Who survive till it's defeat was calculated,
I want to see how this deadly pandemic was adverted,
How their will and plans against humanity was frustrated,
How their evil devices was twagthed,
How the cure for Covid-19 from Madagasca was doubted,
If truly the WHO frustrated the process and makes it to be doubted,
I want to know if the 20billion dollars bribe was collected,
I may not be like Dike Chukwumerije but I am Bounce Edet.

After all the dreams and nightmare of this dreaded pandemic is over
I want to see all my brothers and sister,
I want to see all of us taking over,
As we wake up by each other's side and see that the future is brighter,
I want to see the whole world getting better,
After all these dreams and nightmare of Covid-19 pandemic is finally over.

Bounce Edet
Era Of No Peace And No Rest

Were is peace? In the world of the living
Every body seeking peace but no one find true peace
There is no true peace on our mind but there is peace out there
We all are living creatures
Which God as giving different treasures
Abundance of wealth without measures
We all need days full of pleasures
And not days full of presses
Marriage are for those who are matured
But go home and look at our marrital structures
You would know that they have little or no future
Every body want to make nuclear weapon
And still figthing wars with guns
United Nation talk always about peace
Yet violence never sieze
Dialog become a distance memories
Demons taken over the centuries
Vengance is the only language every one understand
Were is the peace that we all looking for?
Were is the hope that we all figthing for?
Every body wants to rest
Yet even at nigth we get no rest
Since when we were born we begin this quest
Till now we never completed the quest
Then i look at our present world and find no peace
There is no true peace in our hearts
But there may be peace out there
Oh! Dear Lord how can we find some peace.

Bounce Edet
Every Body Wants To Be Appreciated

Every body wants to be appreciated
We always try our best to impress the populace
Sometimes we are arn't celeberated or accepted
A lizard noticing this from human after fallen frm the tower to the ground
He said from the tower to the ground and am not dead yet on one appreciate me
i do appreciate my self
Most women pray abt their dream man
But they never appreciate their present man
Then i raise up my eyes an look at the mad man
Eatin from waste been an drink from gurther dam
An he is a human being like us
But now he is different from us
We hardly had enough time to thank our God
And yet he still care and protect us
Every body wants to be appreciated even God
We put all our effort yet no one notice it
We felt bad and think we surpose to be appreciated for it
Good example should be what we do for our selves
We always try to satisfy our bosses
And some of them never appreciate us
our heart blead with grift and tears
hanger get our heart pears
every body wants to be appreciated even God.

Bounce Edet
Felicity Indeed

Felicity is her name
God is the giver of this happiness
This might shuck many men
But God as shown is kindnesses
As many people scream her name
And forget her yesterday's pains
She work hard to make her name
And as given her the firm
who doesn't like Felicity’s name
Let them go to Ukraine

Primary school got tough, then she was growing
Secondary school continue, she keep moving
Tertiary institutions with more troubles, she was still glowing
I thought of this, and know that success is her making
Enemies struck, she never stop praying
They gave their reasons, God’s own keep prevailing
Now eyes can see, that she is succeeding

Explicit is her background
It seems she never lie down on the ground
Those who hate her see her an frown
That doesn't take away her crown
She is even more healthy and sound
Enjoy baby girl yours is the town

She recorded no imperfections
An needed no much correction
She wouldn't ask for directions
Yet she is number one selection
She sometimes spring to action
An never have wrong reactions
Good in maintaining her position

A good looking young girl
Emerging as the best damsel
Now she can ring the bell
It's a good story to tell
How a fast growing little girl
Now doing very well
Making things happening with good health
Doing businesses and make wealth
People now come to her and get help
This is the story of Felicity
Thanks be unto God for making us happy

Bounce Edet
Felicity My Daughter

Felicity my daughter

I pray this journey take you further

In life you will never surfer

The labor room was like a hell fire

The day you were to come forth from your mother

I had already prepared to become a father

The nine months journey as come this far

All recorded was our intent prayers

My dear something almost stops us at the border

I have to make sure we conquer

Felicity my daughter

I wish this life serve s you better

I look good in this generational uniform

Stepping out into the battle field with my AK47

This war will never end till we cross the border

So many challenges sometime I took ill with little fever

No water no food but the battle must continue

Battalion in the battle field now become very few

This tragic comedy seems it will see no end
The best place we slept was the unknown tent

The uniform is tore, old and turned to rags

Even from when I took it from my dad

My dear you will not inherit this from me

My shoe depleted and I get tired so many dead before me

Felicity my daughter

Wish this wind blow you higher

You came when we least expected it

And become the most precious seed

That lightens up the garden of these wonderful couple

And now we are well able and capable

Going to mum introduction rite with small wallet

Yet everything they needed they collect

What a blessing of God in disguise

I love you my dear no be chaise

I will keep fighting for you even when am no more here

Where ever you go I and your mum will be there

The sun will wait for you before it sets

The moon will tarry until you get set

Sometimes unan-na okog eyak-ami ka-fi but you are bless - - - - - 9

Despite all the challenges you are still the best
Felicity my daughter
I pray you do more than your father

Today I have taken the battle to the gate
My dear you can now eat cake
Such was very rare for I and your mum
We do zip cassava throughout a whole month
Even at then we were hopeful
Now life has given us what we are entitled
Live hit us a millions times hard
We were able to rise up and move ahead
Sometimes we express fears but we bit it
We experience some doubt yet we overcome it
My hands get dirty si-nki-lia abak - - - - - - - - - - -10
Because something's we needed to do akog - ekebak - - - - 11
In this whole world there was no place to call our own
Today we have the most wonderful home
Felicity my daughter
I Will keep praying for you forever

Bounce Edet
Flying To The Sun

I want to fly to the sun
Many people desire to reach the sun
Not with wings and wind all along
But only few make it to the sun and beyond
I fasted and prayed to know why I was a son
Sometimes get distracted by so many tongues
Nobody can truly fly to the sun
But everybody can be what they want to become.

Though life is turn by turn
I long to sing my own song
All human love good great funs
And they work so hard without remurst
What a world we all belong
You see someone today and tomorrow is gone
Every day by day life keep going on
The quest to fly to the sun still on and on
Nobody can truly fly to the sun
But everybody can be what they want to become.

I have great love for my fellow humans
But don't want anyone to do better than my man
So I envy every successful man
And try to stop every surviving woman
Is this the best way we can do as humans
Or do we need another hand
Is this how to fly to the sun
Shall we then make another plans
Nobody can truly fly to the sun
But everybody can be what they want to become.

Life is a trip to the sun
The amazing wonderful things to come
The aspiration of young men stir up
That they must make it to the sun
If you must make it to the top
You have to remember where you came from
Though sometimes it can be very tough
We all are free born true sons
Everybody dream of getting to the sun
Are they ready to pay the price that long
Nobody can truly fly to the sun
But everybody can be what they want to become.

Bounce Edet
Honey

Life is bitter
But we like honey

Some figth forever
But never lick honey

Some people do what ever
Just to make that money

We rape our sisters
Just to feel honey

But reward is bitter
Cause that was nasty

We shoot our brothers
And take their money

The reward is sever
But we have to face the penalty

We are much in numbers
Still searching for the honey

Till some became cheat and liars
And some show honest and decency

Alot more get tired
Yet still looking for the honey

I become poem writter
Just to earn some money

Rose fllower is better
But remain white like lilly

We rise up and say I will conquer
And it sounds funny
We get more richer
And never stops looking for honey

You may ask what are my talking about?
And what is honey?

Its what makes life better
And keep us happy

I am from Niger Delta
I make use of no amnesty

Carry gun and become a figther
And answer the name insugency

A good numbers of writters
make more of poetry

But its only our heavenly father
That can give you honey.

Bounce Edet
I’m The Best

I grow up to be me,
Many people think so much about me,
Some envy and wants to be like me,
But it is impossible to be me,
I work so hard and some people pitied me,
So many prayed and also encourage me,
A lot more never sleep just to make sure they destroy me,
Yet God build his defenses around me,
He prepared me and also fortified me,
And my enemies can never defeat me,
I may not be perfect but you still need me,

I turned around and look at you,
The truth is I can never be you,
Then I pray for the best for you,
I had dreams and I spoke of you,
The difficult me keep fighting the simple you,
I envy you cause God has blessed you,
Because I fear God don’t just think evil about you,
But the simple me couldn’t live with complex you,
Note that everything you do would always follow you,
Both good or evil they keep hunting you,
You may not be perfect, but I still need you.

Join me and look, hope you remember them,
Back then in Nursery School we grew up with them,
Some became friends some our enemies but was all them,
Don’t forget in higher institution we saw them,
Some are now our leaders cause nature favour them,
We talk much about it cause God have blessed them,
Some end up poor, we sorry for them,
We tried to assist but couldn’t help all of them,
Some are now our problems but we never mind them,
Despite their wrong doing the best still came out of them,
Upon all they did to us we still need them.

Bounce Edet
Impatience

Why i lost my time, lost my pride and lose my figth
Why i work like jack, feed like quack and still wear rags
Why i skip the test, leave the rest and fail in quest

What makes the world corrupt and then come shot of grace of God
What increases our plite, reduces our ligth and fail us in life
What makes you give up, feel stress up and never look up

I am so weak, feeling sick and nothing to lick
I thinks of works in my thoughs and couldnt sort
I am impatience i couldnt maintien just to sustain

You look caring, loving and pleasing
You are impatience couldnt pray and stay just to make your days
You try to calm down things slow down and you feel you are down

Because of impatience our plans sing, dreams sting, and wealth ming
Because of impatience we are losers, we are lower and even lesser
Because of impatience we are unable to prepared our table before the nobles

Just because of impatience.

Bounce Edet
Loneliness

I deid in silence  
I can not pretend  
I tried to make sence  
Yet it looks like nonsence  
Emtiness is my heart content  
I think I should just wait till then

loneliness is lawlesness  
My body never like it  
But my soul think about it  
My spirit is okay with it  
But i dont need it  
I tried to get over it  
But cant just forget about it

Here i am in the garden  
There suppose to be a maiden  
Because i am a man  
I think more of a woman  
So it was with Adam  
Then God brougth Eve  
But no more garden of eithen

My heart is truly empty  
Cause one of my rips is missing  
My room is vaccum  
And I am still searching  
Because am single  
I surpose to mingle

Street is fill with ladies  
Yet I cant find any  
All of them looking pretty  
They may not be beautiful  
How can I please my heart  
How come all this feelings

I pampered every little girl i meet  
Yet they show me no feelings
I love every one i see
Yet they dont care about my feelings
The passion must go some were
Yet this pains is hard to bear
Dont I deserve any?
please lets be sincere
It may sound funny
But this i can no longer bear

Lonliness is a silence killer
No wonder people stick together
I still need to go to God in simple prayer
And ask for a true life partner
For its only him that can help me better
Loneliness is nobody's brother.

Bounce Edet
Look No Further

Chaosity and perplexity make me to see impossibilities
My hands seems shotten life is a borden no more garden of eaten
I feel am in a turmoil
breakthrough seem koin koin how can i have some oil
All because i look beyound and wait for so long and am gone
I never new that nothing in this world is new then i mentain the cew
My mind think far but I can reach it things seem higher but I can still feel it that I shouldn't look that far before I can make it
I mate my self here all I needed must be here i shouldn't look over there
I rise up with my plans execute it but cant because I think there is non of the kind
Praying to God for mercy a new day we can see and that speaks the destiny
In all the tousles and every thing crumble we still see that life is credible
I have to wait what ever time it takes to deliver my days
This is were we are it would take us far so look no futher
Things would be better were ever we are so look no futher.

Bounce Edet
Loving People Is A Hard Work

loving people is hard work
Living without love is a hard nock
coming to people with heavy burden is a stress thoughth
accepting all the wrong and keep on is a sort of
but what keep the flame burning
if not the mutual feelings we are sharing
to carry ones in mind is heavy burden
cant stay alone an face the contempt

times are hard and we try to bide it
who think to play smart try to cheat on it
loving people is really a heart bit
good reason why some people don't want to talk about it
sometimes we feel we can do it on our own but not absolutely
we face a lot of challenges in our relationships we wish we can be free
from the emotional distress and just be
but not till eternity

alot of people want to love and care for us
but only few know what it takes to stick to us
but one day love will come find us
when it's time nothing would stop us

No wonder the duo song love is wicked
Some make much noise at night like cricket
Then in the morning they forget
Cause all they wanted they couldn't get

when we started we claim like a navy
and figth even more like army
and keep watch every nigth like security
and investigate like a police
and now we feel tire of it
but our good God would send some one who would bring us home.

Bounce Edet
Me From The Past

When i remember my past, smile like me
It was just like a dreams,
smile like me
Tears drop down my eyes, smile like me
My heart bit up and down, smile like me
If my mouth would be able to express, smile like me
What i have gone through in this life, smile like me
You would know it takes more than life to keep me, smile like me
I can see my past, smile like me
It was a road full of thunders and perbles, smile like me
It was a home of no hope, smile like me
It was extended family under rain without shelter, smile like me
If you hear stories of others you would know that you even more better, smile like me
As i remember my past, smile like me
hardly before one square meal in a day, smile like me
Common primary education was a hot cake, smile like me
There was no body in a high place to look up to, smile like me
But only God we stick unto, smil like me
Nothing was to hold unto, smile like me
Common rag we wear was like esiki ki nto, smile like me
My father try but couldnt make it, smile like me
Then i promise to fulfill it, smile like me
Now look at me today, smile like me
Yeah! Yeah! Smile like me
Yah! Yeah! Smile like me.

Bounce Edet
My Instinct

If you are outspoken they would say you are insulting
if you are open-minded they would say you are cheap
if you are a masculine they would say you are timid
if you are less concern they would say you are forming
if you are interference they would call you aproko
if you are intelligent they would call you Mr too know
if you are an illiterate they would call you mu-mu
if you make money they would say you are a ritualistic
if you are poor they would call you a lazy man
if you respect your self they call you gentle man
if you are nonviolence they would say you are courageous
if you help the poor they would call you Robin Hood
if you associate with computer they call you Hilarry&Pakar
if you want to kill they call you mustafer
if you love others they call you seeker
if you fight so hard they call you julius zisar
if you are a contractor they call you julius berger
if you break a spell they say you are and hitlar
if you fulfill in life they say you have conquered
because you are a component of substance they would call you matter
if you are far away they call you Alaska
and yet you are more than ever
cause you are who you are.

Bounce Edet
Nature Is Powerfull

I look at the order of creations
And i see that they are wonderful
The earth formation
And its visible
Look at the green pasture
With their look of indomitable
Living creatures
Are always available
All this good features
Makes it comfortable
The creator
Is truly undeniable
This living memories
Is unforgettable
From ages to centuries
The earth remains the most beautiful
Our evil deed try to spoil it
Yet its still adaptable
Upon all good things that are in it
We are still uncomfortable
God created every thing perfectly
That is undoutable
And selfishness took away unity
Some creatures become feeble
And i think every body suprpose to be like me
But that's impossible
Every thing we now see
As already be written in bible
Our next generation
Is unpredictable
Our sitautions
Are unavoidable
Wow!
The nature is powerfull
Scientist try to find out
They became incapable
And they concluded that there i no God
But science and wonders ar good examples
Surely!
Nature is really powerful
Good reason why
We should be thankful
To the make as him alone is able
To make all thing possible.

Bounce Edet
God bless Nigeria
The giant of Africa
They want to be like America
But suffer like Lybia
Even civilise country like SouthAfrica
Still respect Nigeria

Chana kill all their early leaders
An today their future is better
But can we try that in Nigeria
Or are we different from other African
Then we belive democracy is better
Yet some people are deprive of their franchise

BokoHaram dont want to surrender
But they need compensation from our leaders
Political parties fighting each other
Our governors hating one another
Student want to walk together
But they worst is our lecturers

This as given us sycological troma
As we lie low an our hearts get colder
Cause of certain things that make our mind shiffer
This was not the ways of our fore fathers
Neither is it the way of our maker
Either God or Halla

But it all started from our colonial masters
And now transfer to our present leader
Who call them selves political fathers
Doing every thing to take over power
By even killing their own brothers
Above all we are Nigeria.

Bounce Edet
One Day

One day the rain would stop an the sun would shine
one day our children wuld play under rain once more
one day the seedlings will become plants and they would bring fort fruit
one day the pains would be no more and we would cry no more
one day we shall see no more an later meet to part no more
one day nyms would grow to lava, pupa then become adult
one day the promises would be fufile and every hidden tins would come under son
just one day one would look at another an give thanks to God
one day we would be happy till we never remember our losses
one day all that we forth for would come to us and our tears wuld dry off
just one day all nations would come and worship him and praise his name with a song
one day we all would know that he is our God and our war lord
one day our prayers would reach heaven and we wuld breake even
one day we wuld look at problems an see ten thousand success and possibilities within it
just one day a cock would crow an all animal would wake up
just one day we would all know that this world is not our own

Bounce Edet
Our Tomorrow

I woke up dis mornin an look up to de sky
i remember de promises of yesterday
that would be fulfilling tomorrow
in a little place were we stay
we wuld never borrow
we fast an pray today
so that we shall see no sorrow
in lesiure we take a little walk an play
an forget about our sorrows
every thing about life is a relay
but is like some people enter motor
there are price to pay
for every thing we sow
some people die an get lay
cus they have tire of life go slow
some people feel like to die an go away
dnt forget that life is to an fro
what goes arround the bay
comes arround an flow
we owns slate
but we didnt know
that we can do some display
an it help our people grow
i perform very well on the first day
an people call me bravo
but i stick together like clay
an ask God 4 a way to follow
i try to fill up dis plate
an notin yet to show
were did u wnt to spen the rest of ur days?
an wot did u wnt to do?

Bounce Edet
Rivers Of Tomorrow

I believe in RIVERS of tomorrow
To be better than even that of yesterday
The fast steady running tide to flow
With clean, save drinkable spring
Now too slow for our liking
Overtaken by dirt dead and color waters
Everybody now don’t want to go down the river
The harmonious journey now seems bitter
Will the cry of innocent once make new RIVERS
Now no more mix experience from the river side
We do not longer remember the high and ebb tide
What are we not going to do to cease this fight
Still I can see RIVERS of tomorrow
Which yesterday has given us hope
There may be no slangs to borrow
To describe the level of our sorrows
Let today allow our young ones to grow
And pray for God to show us way to follow
May we all rise an be peace ambassadors
To archive this great RIVERS of tomorrow
Forget about now it will be different tomorrow
But until we see love in the eyes of our fellows
This peace movement of rivers of tomorrow
Can and may be very slow

We all love life full of rubies and roses
Why do we then stop others from getting their glory
I love you but couldn't work hard enough to make you happy
Life is hard an so we learn to hate our homies
If we can take our time an find we can see peace
We learn all this things we are now doing
The truth is there is no enemy that we are fighting
We make ourselves the enemy’s we are seeing
No matter the drought RIVERS have to still flowing
Don't forget the government will change life keeps going
How can you be happy when others are crying
To maintain peace we all have to keep trying
Still I can see RIVERS of tomorrow
Which yesterday has given us hope
There may be no slangs to borrow
To describe the level of our sorrows
Let today allow our young ones to grow
And pray for God to show us way to follow
May we all rise an be peace ambassadors
To archive this great RIVERS of tomorrow
Forget about now it will be different tomorrow
But until we see love in the eyes of our fellows
This peace movement of rivers of tomorrow
Can and may be very slow

In 1967 Yakubu Gowon allowed RIVERS to flow
Since then we experience unity in our diversity
Our representatives work so hard for all of us to grow
There was enough progress they call us garden city
Lagos is fortunate now but is was after us they follow
Now we are unfortunate they become mega city
It now seems all our efforts there is nothing to show
But something tells me we can get back our lost glory
Could it be that the river run too slow
No it's our rulers who fight for just their personality
We didn't ask them to go to Finland and get snow
We wanted them to display some level of discipline and integrity
So that we can grow like or than our neighbor fortunately
Still I can see RIVERS of tomorrow
Which yesterday has given us hope
There may be no slangs to borrow
To describe the level of our sorrows
Let today allow our young ones to grow
And pray for God to show us way to follow
May we all rise an be peace ambassadors
To archive this great RIVERS of tomorrow
Forget about now it will be different tomorrow
But until we see love in the eyes of our fellows
This peace movement of rivers of tomorrow
Can and may be very slow

Today we are thinking God for new RIVERS vision
This is impeccable and purposeful mission
The we believe is in the right direction
This is a government that has given us no condition
On how in RIVERS STATE they should be any division
They mean well and never go back on their decision
In RIVERS we can now share our situations
And be sure of good and immediate solution
From today there shall be no more reactions
All of our actions and inactions
Have been subsided by this administration
Still I can see RIVERS of tomorrow
Which yesterday has given us hope
There may be no slangs to borrow
To describe the level of our sorrows
Let today allow our young ones to grow
And pray for God to show us way to follow
May we all rise an be peace ambassadors
To archive this great RIVERS of tomorrow
Forget about now it will be different tomorrow
But until we see love in the eyes of our fellows
This peace movement of rivers of tomorrow
Can and may be very slow

Bounce Edet
The Adventure Of Peace Asuquo In Life

Now she is sparkling and shining
Everything seems enjoying
Today shows her true feelings
Yesterday was not so so pleasing
That was reaaly heart breaking

A poor little house girl
Walking and hawking under the rain to sell
Yet in school she would be expell
Cause things was not goin well
The people she lived with make her go through hell
All her problem there was no one to tell

She would goto school an she would be send back
Cuase school fees was not there she have to go back
Since there was no mun and dad
Some of her classmate call her pure black
As her complexion was so dark
Because life was so tough and hard
(Abasi inyung iyake efed ufenemi atak)
An as given her a desires of her heart

A tall tin black girl
Emerging as the best demsel
Now she can ring the bell
Its a good story to tell
How an orphan little girl
Now doing very well
Making things happening in good health
Doing businesses and make wealth
People now come to her and get help
This is the story of my little baby girl.

Bounce Edet
The Earth

The perfect place of them all is the earth
Condition leaving some people half dead
A lot of votex and no more air for breath
I think so much it seems i carry the whole world on my head
Nothing to gain if there is nothing to lose so lets go ahead

The earth was created by God and was perfect
That is one thing we can not forget
Most of our problems are people we elects
In crucial things they favour few they select
Bribe came they put hand and collect
All their promises to us they forget

Who should die and who should live
Who should sleep and who should be awake
Who should work and who should not
Put things in place and let all of us sort
Create an environment that would allow us to pray
Adam and Eve did something wrong that was yesterday
But we have to do our best today
Our children would take care of tomorrow so to say

Coming to this earth is a suicide mission
Tribalism bring a fallen nation
Selfishness bring about division
But put God in every occasion
Cause its only him that can bring solution.

Bounce Edet
The Longest Night

See me lying down after prayers at night
Looking at the time the clock is still past nine
The bed is dusty and sand-full but have dress it twice
Sleep keeps a distance from me, as I hear noise from my rectum
I know it's not going to be easy do I need to sweep my bed with broom
I have great plans for the morning, but day never breaks
When will this night fasting allow me to have some break
I am force to look at a time again but clock is still behind
Encouraging my self-knowing that tomorrow I will be fine
I meditated please God send me some sleep
Is a prayer most hungry people do plead
It seems I started sleeping since last year
I drank so much water my belly swells up like I drink beer
Yet something tells me that it doesn't stops here

A contract signing meeting is tomorrow
Even if is Italian suit I will borrow
All I needed is for Cock to crow
So that I can make preparations to go
I even stay and study that long to wine time
All my anxiety and worries changes no time
If sleep can come I will appreciate it
Since I need to sleep and rest to look fit for it
Yet the expected morning seems not coming
The hold moment in the night seems boring
Surprise I couldn't sleep till the following morning
Now have to sleep on the way as I was going
I am happy and am carried away
Can I continue if this meeting is shifted to another day?

I make more money and am exited
I spoke with a lady that looks good and tinted
She was please she smile and say she like it
Wow my dear let us go and enjoy it
Even after 11: 30 pm we enter the house
The night was like God has given us additional hours
The funs the love that we were enjoying
I didn't want to see the following morning
I wanted the fun to keep going
I love night full of pleasures and not night of pressures
The longest night is so matured
Remember to two side of the longest night
The stressful and pressured night
And the pleasurable and fun fill night

Bounce Edet
The Moon Light

The moon light, the glory of all night
The illumination that clears the dark
The beauty of this glorious sky
The moon light, I see peace in your side
The moment and the time of new life
The moon light, the stories time as began
The heart of men are lifted
The decision of a woman is reach
The moon light, the time for couple to meet
The time to listen to the pleas
The moon light, the moment of love
The moon light, time to relax and rest
The moon light, the glory of all night

The time for children to relate
The moon light, they learn the habit they inculcate
The moon light, the sign of cool night
The evening that favour the maidens
The moon light, the sample of softness
The touch of passion and romance
The moon light, the moment of new birth
The time of history to be told
The period of learning for children
The moon light, the night door for happiness
The opportunity to share and smiles
The moon light, hope for the next morning
The moon light, the glory of all night

The light without a heat to the end
The moon light, the evening songs began
The sincerity of the night is known
The moon light, the way to woman heart is clear
The oceans of love is near
The expression of all is fair
The moon light, stress is no more there
The charm to every living soul
The moon light, the cure of every desire
The oil of evening gladness
The period of tango dance
The moon light, all children play and dance
The moon light, the feelings that come true
The moon light, the glory of all night

The moon, so high up in the sky
It's brightness shine thus far
The moon light the secret of beauty
The moon light, the cool breeze of beauty
The moon light, flavour of that pleasant night
The moon light, the moment of coming home
The moon light, the time of in gathering
The plan to make peace is now
The moon light, the season of new feelings
The moon light, the call together of the like minds
The moon light, the beginning of the coming sleep
The moon light, the invitation of a resting mind
The light, luck and blessing of the falling night
The moon light, the glory of all night.

Bounce Edet
The Passion Must Go Somewere

Just like a decay plant dats cant be use for timber or for fire wood but there grow the healthiest muchroom which serve a family square meal.

just like a river band and the wave quash so much noise and you couldnt stay yet produce the best turist beach.

just like a firefly as tiny an as useless as it is unconnected to any device yet produces its own ligth in darkness.

Just like the sky being so far above so big without end an yet it seems very close to us.

Just like a woman part so shot to track an so long to contain.

Just like the wind we know not were it comes from wither were it goes but from there brings the breath of life.

Just like the sun billion miles away from us an yet it warm up our world.

Just like money peoples on it never laugth those who have it never rest an yet it brings all good things of life.

It is my feelings no body care about it an yet the passion must go somewere.

Bounce Edet
The Way Out

Could this be the way out
Or to make sure this administration is face out
Incredible saying about them there no doubt
It came at the right time before we are cut out
Let them know that they joke too much and Their time is up
Every stained of corruption should be flush out
Now he speaks coalition with both side of his mouth

The question is who brought us where we are today
And who is still ruling us till date
They have lives and properties to protect
But their personal interest they never forget
National conference, restructuring and argitation for a souvriegen state
Please ask my Northern brothers what will be their take
I believe the west with their throat will want to go with their plate
South South reply for now that's all we have to say
My South Eastern brother will they continue to be slaves

It's pitiable to see this giant corruption fighter
Crumbling under the feet of his cabals
Forcing corruption helpers to be prisoners
But making the corruption their ministers
Because they opposition they are all looters
All at the ruling party are call cabals
Mix feelings and reaction and industication of powers
Lack of integrity and manners being display among our leaders
They convince us of separation of powers
Yet legislature, judiciary and executives hitting their heads together.

Bounce Edet
Uncle Lives On Forever

Farewell my dear Uncle the boat maker
Journey so tough but life relieved you in Bayelsa
Were you becaome the number one capenter
Though things were not so much better
But you emerged the best kingfisher

You didnt bother about buying four runner
Yet you left enough relief marterials
Being deposited in your sons and daugthers
A man that welcome all his family members
You are truly a pace setter

your legacy shall keep ringing in our hearts forever
We are so sorry dear uncle and father
We didnt know that nature would call you this earlier
How i wish you stay a little bit longer
Well since death is a call that every man must answer

We pray may your soul rest in the bussome of our heavenly father
Who with his mercies as make you to journey this far
In all our lives you would always be remembered
rest in peace my uncle you have conquered.

Bounce Edet
Way Of Success

The road to success is not straight
There is a curve called failure
A potholes called temptations
A loop called confusion
Speed bump called enemies
There are road signs called experience
Caution lights called family
There are traffic wardens called mentors
There are road safety officers called rules
You would meet other cars called friends
While driving on the road called life
And then slow down on holdup called marriage
Speed up on express called finances
You will have flat tyres called disappointments
But if you have a spare tyre called determination
And engine called perseverance
Insurance called faith
And a driver called Jesus
You will make it to the splace called success
In the evening you rest called death.
Success is a journey and not a destination it is a process

Bounce Edet
Wind Voice To My Dear Zainab

Send the massage for me oh! Wind send my massage to Zainab
Tell her that I am getting cold
Tell her that I dont want to remain like this till i grow old
Tell her to blow a warm breeaze from her arm to warm my soul
Tell her to look at me in the window of her heart
Tell her that I no more rear Cats
I would have send her one for a pet
Tell her that yesterday we can't reset
But tomorrow we can get
All the time we need to be forever
Pls tell her that my mouth is tire of my nose in her absence
Tell her that my dry stream would begins to flow with her presence
Tell her that many thing have gone away without her
Not that you ever see her but pls tell her that strienth of love I dont knwo were it comes from
Tell her that the flame is getting form
Tell her even in that distance our souls still meet
Tell her that I am good but I would be the best with her
Oh! wind Oh! wind tell her it would be sweet only with her crispy
Wisper to her the reason of your coming, the reason of your going and the reasons of your staying.

Bounce Edet
Wishing My Queen

Wishing my Queen
I just wanna wish you every good things of life
I pray to God to grant you long life
And let all your plans sees day light
Nothing in your life will ever meet with plight
Because the lord has taken over your fight
Has he is the Lord God of your pride
My dear this life would serve you right

I pray may your desires comea through
Because you work so hard today you will rest tomorrow
People would hear your testimonies and Nor Abasi Itoro
Every day in your life good things will flow
The least that will come your way would be the best to show
Because Afì enni Edekeh oiyœ!
And your enemies will see your dreams come true

Let your plans come to fill
And all of your promises to be fulfilled
Let your residence be big like field
So that you can rest any how you feel
Let your love grow like seedlings
And also be bright like white cieling
And be covered under cieling
So that your enemies may not see it

Let your days be established on Earth
And forever it shall not be dismissed on Earth
In every areas of life you will come out the best
You will be first in every of your contest
You will see no failure in every of your quest
Where ever you go you will never be conuted lest

May God give you love of everybody
That will help you to fulfill your destiny
May He give you people that will change your history
And write off every of your mistries
And walk with you to achieve your new glory
And find peace together with you and live in harmony
I just wanna wish you all good things of life.

Bounce Edet